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ABSTRACT
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FOREWORD

In the sumanr of 1968 during the pre-school workshop

in St. Bernard Parish, the teachers explored a number of

different approaches to teaching and learning. Being cog-

nizant of the basic problems in the traditional patterns,

the language arts teachers became interested in the continuous

progress concept as originally developed and implemented at

Corvallis High School in Corvallis, Oregon. Since local

factors directly influence the content and scope of any pro-

gram, the teachers of St. Bernard Pariah endeavored to design

a language arts program relevant to the needs of this parish.

As a result of their efforts, the teachers prepared

this guide for implementing the continuous progress program.

St. Bernard Parish School Board expresses its appreciation to

the language arts teachers and consultants for their contri-

butions to this publication.
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BEST COPY MADRE ST. BERNARD'S
COMMITMENT TO QUALITY EDUCATION

SAINT BERNARD PARISH PUBLIC SCHOOLS

THE CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PROGRAM FOR LANGUAGE ARTS
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS, ST. BERNARD PARISH

CHALMETTE, LOUISIANA

INTRODUCTION

St. Bernard Parish school system is committed to an

English curriculum of continuous progress in an effort to

fulfill a basic educational objective, to meet the individual

needs of each student. This new program is based on the

premise that students have individual differences and needs,

as they vary in backgrounds, abilities, interests and expert-

owes. Traditionally, "students have been grouped in English

classes according to a hypothetical level. Such grouping

denies an elementary precept of education: students are indi-

viduals and as such learn at differing rates. At no one grade

level will all students exhibit equal ability in all phases

of the curriculum."1 St. Bernard Parish educators believe

that a change in format from an arbitrary olassification of

students by grade level to a system of continuous progress

will best meet the needs of individual students.

The continuous progress program is centered around

specific areas of instruction. Particular courses or ,bloops,

within each area of instruction are especially designed to

provide for individual differences. It is within the

AMMIillrINNIP

'Constance J. Georgiades, "The Nongraded Approach to the
Teaching of the Language Arts: A Step Toward the Individuali
nation of Instruction," Center for Ucellence in Mucation,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California.
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framework of a continuous pro Tess curriculum t.iat stug:::

is challenged to pursue courses that enable him to achllvq?

objectives commensurate with his needs and ablliticE.

As well as providin for individual differences, the

continuous progress approach ccmtributes to tle EolscAw: c'-

the following problems in a conventional f;rEvie levy 1 ap;.1-071;

1. Students pass from one level to frlot:loil thoush
deficient in one or mor,.1 areas of ir?;:tructiol;, This
ultimately leads to frustration.

2. Students sometimes repeat an entire English course
to make up for a deficiency in only one or more
disciplines of a conventional Trillish course.

3. Students repeat skills unnecessarily.

4. Uniformly large classes prevent teachers from
giving individual attention to students.

5. The usual track system creates stereotypes such as
the college bound student, the low ability student,
and the business career oriented student.

It should be noted that "the format for the nonsraded con-

tinuous progress English program is never exactly the same,

for each soi.00l has specific needs that determine the format.

Yet the basic principle is the same; remove the chronological

barriers that artificially group students into given courses

and place students in courses that begin where they are, regard-

less of their ages. 112 On the next page is a diagram showing

the organizational pattern being used to meet the needs for

an effective program to further individualized instruction

of English in St. Bernard Parish,
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ORGANIZATION OF CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PROGRAM FOR LANGUAGE ARTS
SAINT BERNARD PARISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS
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Oranizational Pattern For Continuous, ,progress Program

In the continuous progress English program, reading

skills, spelling and vocabulary, speech, composition, and

literature are five primary areas of instruction. A sixth

area includes special courses. The program is flexible in

that new or additional blocks can be added to fulfill special

needs or interests. Instruction in each area, with the excep-

tion of two reading courses, is organized into twelve-week

blocks (two six-week grading periods). Since some students

enter high school with deficiencies in one or more of the

five basic areas, some blocks are remedial in nature. Students

are required to take at least one course in composition and

one course in reading or literature each year. Certain

basic courses are required unless the student is exempt by

testing and/or by teacher recommendation.

Implementing the program. At the outset all students

must be evaluated for proficiency in each area by use of

standardized tests and/or teacher evaluation except in lit-

erature and special courses. Once the program has been

implemented, however, only incoming students need be tested.

Most of this evaluation should be done at feeder schools.

Those students who show adequate proficiency in

skills or abilities taught in any required block may be

exempt from that block. An individual record of the required

7
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courses and exemption for each student is kept on a perma-

nent English schedule card which also provides space for

denoting the blocks a student schedules during each school

year. (See sample below.)
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After testing, English teachers hold individual conferences

with each student. With the use of "Criteria for Placement

in Continuous Progress English Program" on pages 6 and 7, the

teacher gives guidance to the student as plans are made for his

individualized English course. Students make the decisions,

8
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but they are counseled by teachers and must take required

courses if deficient in any Given area. Both teacher and

student recor:nize that because the student works at his

ability level, possibilities for success and acillevement

are much greater.

Criteria for Placement in Continuous Progress ?nzlish prog4m

READING

111 Readin 4, For the student reading below 5.9 grade level
on a asis of standardized reading test scores and

teacher evaluation.
112 _R_e_a_d_inj. For the student reading below 7.5 grade level

o-n a asis of standardized reading test scores and

teacher evaluation.
113 Reading. For the student reading below 8.5 grade level

Oft-dViisis of standardized reading test scores and
teacher evaluation.

114 Advanced Readin- Skills. For the student reading at or
above ninth grade= on a basis of standardized
reading test scores and teacher evaluation.

115 alLt Interest Reading. Recommended for the student
With 777177Ean1 attitude toward reading. Any student
with teacher approval may elect to take this course once.

SPELLING AND VOCABULARY

121 Fundamentals of SpollinE. For the student whose spell-
ing and vocabulary recognition is below 8th grade level
on a basis of standardized spelling test scores, vocabu-
lary recognition teat scores and teacher evaluation.

122 Developmental Sellin- and Vocabular For the student
whose spelling an vocaMary recogn Lion is below 10th
grade level on a basis of standardized spelling test
scores, standardized vocabulary recognition test scores,
and teacher evaluation.

123 Advanced Word §Itudy. Any student may elect this course
73-1-6-rirarn as attained 10th grade level in spelling
and vocabulary recognition on a basis of standardized
spelling test scores, standardized vocabulary recogni-
tion test scores and teacher evaluation.

9
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SPEECH

131 Oral Communications. For the student in need of basic
skills in vocal communication of ideas through good
diction, simple reporting, discussing and answering
questions.

132 Debate. Prerequisite: Block 131.
133 12u1Slic Deakin,. Prerequisite: Block 131.
134 =les, Prerequisite: Block 131.

COMPOSITION

141 Practical Composition, For the student who has basic
difficUity in writing. Emphasis will be placed on con-
struction of complete, effective sentences as well as
practical skills necessary for business and social
communication.

142 ParaRralph Develoulat. Prerequisite: Block 141. For
t e stuaent who is unable to develop a topic sentence
and paragraph through a series of supporting details.

143 Theme Develonment, Prerequisite: Block 142. For the
"ERTIMIT7777;r7f a working knowledge of formulating
a thesis and developing a coherent theme.

144 Expository Writing (Forms of). Prerequisite: Block 143.
For the student desirous of developing techniques of
expository writing, Recommended for the college bound.

145 Expository Writing, (Research Paper). Prerequisite:
Blocks 141 and 142. For the student in need of basic
techniques of research and writing a term paper.

146 Advanced Composition. Prerequisite: Block 143, For
TE=Tent desirous of further development of tech-
niques in narrative, descriptive and expository writing.
Recommended for college bound,

147 Creative Writing. For the student who is performing on
the level ot Mock 143 or has received teacher recom-
mendation,

143 Review of Syntax. For the student who has a basic
grasp of-grammar but wishes a review of the syntax of
the sentence, word usage, and mechanics. Recommended
for the college bound.

LITERATURE

151 ADDroaches to Literature and Bio ra h . Prerequisite:
reading abirft77£7577Sove run n gra e level. Tdis is
a required course designed for development in the read-
ing and analysis of the short story, novel, poetry and
biography.

10
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152 Approaches to Poetry, and Essays. Prerequisite: Block

151.
153 Introduction to American Literature. Prerequisite:

Block-77--
154 Modern and Contemporary American Literature. Prerequisite:

Mock 1.51.
155 Drama as Literature. -'-erequisite: Block 151.
156 Introduction to En lish Literature to 18th Century.

Prerequisite: B ocx 1.
157 Introduction to En lish Literature 18th Century through

Contem orar Prerequ site: ITIFFICT5T.
158 Comparative iteratorary Analysis. Prerequisite: Block

151.
159 World Literature. Prerequisite: Block 151.

SPECIAL COURSES

161 lualy of Mass Media. Cpen to students reading at ninth
grade level or move on a basis of standardized reading
test scores.

162 Business English. Prerequisite: Block 142. Open to
RaWEEs reading at ninth grade level or above on a basis
of standardized reading test scores.

163 M tholo of Western World. Prerequisite: Block 151.
164 e as Literature . PiWequisite: Block 15).
165 Shakespeare. -Prerequisite: Block 151.
166 Seminar for Advanced Study. Open only to students upon

special recommendation of honors committee.

Class size. The nature of the subject matter will

largely determine class size. Composition and remedial

reading classes do not exceed twenty because of a greater

need for individual attention. Literature courses may be

increased satisfactorily to a maximum of forty-five to

compensate for the smaller classes in other areas.

Teacher assignments. Wherever possible, teacher

interests and abilities determine teacher assignments.

All teachers are expected to assist in teaching compo-

sition because of the excessive amount of paperwork

involved.

II
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Evaluation of student progress. Behavioral ob-

jectives listed in the "Curriculum Guide" are used as

a basis for determining the progress and evaluation of

each student. These instructiondl objectives are stated

in such a way that each student is encouraged to use them

as a check-list and guide to his own progress. Such a

guide not only provides for students but also for teachers

so that instruction might be more relevant and that

teachers might have a succinct statement of course

objectives.

Course credit is given on the basis of one unit

for three twelve-week blocks of work in which the student

is enrolled and receives a passing grade. In the event

that a student working at capacity has made satisfactory

progress but not sufficient enough to have mastered basic

skills in a required block, he may receive course credit

but remains in the block until he has succeeded in mas-

tering prerequisite skills.

12
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READING

Since adequate reading proficiency seems imperative
to scholastic achievement, any high school student reading
below 9th grade level is required to enroJI in a remedial
reading course. He continues to take a course in reading
each year until he achieves ninth grade proficiency or until
he has completed graduation requirements.

Students who have reading deficiency should not be
scheduled into any literature courses until they have
demonstrated at least ninth grade proficiency in reading.

Readin g Grade Level Course Number Time
leu Tif weeks
6.0 - 7.5 112 24 weeks
7.5 . 8.5 113 12 weeks

Advanced Reading Skills (Block 114) is for any student
reading at or above ninth grade level who wishes to improve
his reading and study efficiency. Although reading speed
is not the chief aim of the course, the student should learn
to use the most effective speed for the material and should
improve his over-all efficiency in reading.

It is important that eighth grade teachers employ the
same criteria as that used by high school teachers in
placing students. Teachers should verify any standardized
test scores that seem abnormal by observation and/or informal
testing.

If the teacher has any doubt as to the student's
proper placement in reading, the student should be placed
in the lower-numbered course.
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Block 111, Reading
Required (Class Size: 16-18)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Any student reading below the sixth grade level should
be scheduled into this twenty-four week course. He may
continue in the course during the following year and still
receive credit if he does not achieve adequate proficiency
the first time. Primary emphasis in this course will be

upon developing the basic sight vocabulary and the elemen-
tary word attack skills. Consistent effort will be made to
develop positive attitudes toward reading. (Twenty-four weeks)

15
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Block 111, Readirv..1
Required (Class Size: 16-1E)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to develop word recognition
through audio discrimination by pronouncing the two
hundred twenty basic words as identified by Doich.

II, The student should be able to demonstrate ability to
analyze words through oral and/or written exercises.
He should demonstrate that he can do the following
when given selected word lists.
Behavior:Mielfferentiates vowel and consonant sounds.
3. He recognizes variant consonant sounds.

C. He uses visual clues to accent.
D. He uses visual clues to syllabication.

He identifies prefixes and suffixes.

F. He identifies root words and their changes.

III. When given a selection, the student should be able to
identify use of context clues.
Behavior:
77775oints out clues orally or underlines them.
B. He ascertains the correct meaning of selected

words in contexts by writing the meanings of
given words that have been placed in different
contexts.

IV. The student should be able to identify main ideas.

Behavior:
A. When given selected sentences, he underlines the

main idea in each sentence.
B. When given selected paragraphs, he underlines the

main idea of each paragraph.

V. The student should be able to develop skills and
abilities fundamental to effective use of the dic-

tionary.
Behavior:
1-77= given a word list, he correctly pronounces

vowel and consonant sounds in key words through
the use of diacritical markings.

B. He alphabetizes a list of words according to first,

second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth-positioned
letters.
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Block 112, LizillaL
Required (Class Size: 16-1)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Students readin3 from 6.0 to 7.5 grade level should
be scheduled into this block. This twenty-four week course
should help the student to enlarge his reading vocabulary,
to increase his basal speed, to read with greater depth of
understanding, and to choose the most effective way of
attacking or analyzing new words. (Twenty-four weeks)

17
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Block 112, Reading
Required (Class Size: 16-18)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to expand upon the stated
objectives for reading Block 111.

II. The student should be able to develop a systematic
method of word attack skills and enlarge his reading
vocabulary when given appropriate drills and reading
selections.

III. The student should be able to demonstrate the use of
effective study and listening skills.
Behavior:
A. When given a selection, he analyzes sentence

meaning by doing the following:
1. Stating orally or in writing the simple

meaning of a sentence that appears in usual
word order.

2. Underlining or listing interruptions, parrallels
and omissions that appear in selected readings.

3. He differentiates direct meaning and supporting
detail by listing each in column form.

C. He denotes implied meaning in statement form.
D. He writes in statement form broad generalizations

made from a selected reading.

IV. The student should be able to read at his independent
level through the use of high interest selections with
basic vocabulary.

V. The student should be able to demonstrate development
of skills and abilities fundamental to effective use
of the dictionary.
Behavior:
1777177emonstrates comprehension of definitions by

writing the same meaning in different words or by
skitching a correct interpretation of selected
words taken from the dictionary.

B. When given a group of definitions to choose from,
he uses context clues to select appropriate defini-
tions for words in a given text.

18
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Block 113, Readinii (Class Size: 18-20)
Required

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Students who are reading below ninth grade level
between 7.5 and 8.5 grade level should be schedttled into
this block. As with Blocks 111 and 112, a constant effort
will be made to develop desirable attitudes toward reading
and to increase the student's over-all reading efficiency.
Special emphasis will be placed upon techniques and skills
used to improve comprehension and upon independent study
skills.

19



Block 113, Reading
Required

COURSE OBJECTIVES

19

(Class Size: 18-20)

I. The student should be able to expand upon the stated
objectives for Reading Blocks 111 and 112.

II. When given appropriate selections, the student should
be able to use techniques and skills needed for com-
prehension.
Behavior:
rrreFoints out orally or in writing specified

relationships:
1. Time order
2. Comparison-contrast
3. Cause and effect
4. Simple listings

B. He underlines and labels the following types of
figurative language:
1. Simile
2. Metaphor
3. Personification
4. Connotation and denotation

C. He describes orally or in writing any imagery
noted in the selection.

D. He states in sentence form inferences or impli-
cations made in the selection.

III. The student should be able to use independent study
skills when given a specific reading assignment.
Behavior:
A. He picks out main ideas and is able to discuss them

or write about them.
He searches for specific facts in answer to
directed questions.

C. He makes inferences either in writing or dis-
cus.91on.

D. He draws conclusions by making appropriate choice
when given several possibilities.

uses the dictionary and other reference
mnterials in answer to specific follow-up ques-
tiof.s pertaining to the reading assignment.

20
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Block 114, Advanced Reading Skills (Class Size: 25)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Students reading at or rbove ninth grade level may
elect to take this course once. It should not be repeated
except upon recommendation of the teacher. This course
should help the student to improve his overall reading
speed, comprehension, and vocabulary. The student should
learn to use the speed best suited to his reading material
and purpose and to choose the most effective methods of

reading or study.

21
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Block 114, Advanced Reading Skills (Class Size: 30)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. When given appropriate drills and reading selections,
the student should be able to improve his skills in
the areas of rate, comprehension and vocabulary.
Behavior:
A. He demonstrates progressive proficiency in above

areas when standardized testing is administered
at intervals throughout the course,

B. He identifies his individual weaknesses through
diagnostic testing and responds to reading activi-
ties that lead to proficiency in weak areas.

II. The student should be able to demonstrate his ability
to infer, judge, differentiate fact and opinion, and
evaluate authority when given a three to five page
selection of purposeful instructional material.
Behavior:
A. He lists inferences.
B. He makes appropriate judgments.

1. He underlines emotionally powerful words and
demonstrates their meaning by play acting.

2. He differentiates between sound and faulty
reasoning by role playing or writing to illus-..

trate the following fallacies:
a. Begins the question
b. Jumping to conclusions
c. Bringing in irrelevant evidence
d. Reasoning from false premise
e. Generalizing from insufficient evidence

C. He points out examples of fact (that which can be
proven by objective means) and opinion (that
idea which cannot be proven objectively).

D. He evaluates authority by denoting in writing the
followinL; information:
1. Identification of author
2. Zualific'ations of the author
3. Evidence used by the author in fol-ming his

opinion
: :otivation of the author

III, *J:ler ;iven a variety of readinrr selections, the student
should be able to adjust the spend that is best suited
to hio naterial and purpose whether it be reading for
nleasur, for fact, for understanding, or for 'tudy.

Behavior:

22
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(Block 114, Course Objectives Cont.)

A. He makes a written record of types of material
read, purposes for reading, and rates used.

B. He answers satisfactorily specific question4 geared
to check his proficiency in reading specific types
of materials within timed reading periods.

23
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Block 1145121 Interest ReadinK (Class Size: 25)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is designed to assist reluctant readers
in satisfying their personal interests through individualized
reading provams. A basic objective of the course is to lead

the student to expand his interest range in reading. Although
a pattern of organization is presented, modification will be
made by the teacher when necessary for the needs of the indi-
vidual student. Appropriate reading skills will be rein-

forced.

24
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Block 114 ":1.r. Interest (Class Size: 25

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. Tho student should be able to locate, select and read
freely materials based on his expressed interests and
abilities.
Behavior:
A. He makes a personal interest inventory to use in

selection of reading materials.
B. He assists in collecting materials and preparing

a reading corner for his particular interests.
C. He reads selections in 95ccordance with his ability

and interest. (Amount varies according to ability.)

D. He writes two or three paragraphs or participates
in recitations in which he describes impressions
and/or information gained from his reading.

II. The student should be able to demonstrate that he has
expanded his interest range in reading.

Behavior:
17TErstudent selects and reads materials that vary

in subject matter and reader interest.
B. The student prepares written reports including

part or all of the following data:
1. Comparison and/or contrast of two types of

selections.
2. Summary of contents of two selections

3. Student's reaction to two different selections.
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Block 124 Fundamentals of Slaellin and Vocal:ulary

Required (Class Size: 20)

COURSZ DESCRIPTION

This course is desi;ned for those students who have
difficulty in the fundamentals of spelling; and vocabulary
reco7nition (below eighth rrade level accordinc to Ayres
Spellin!: Extension Test). Instruction will focus upon
effective study metods, word and phonic analysis, effective
use of rules, lists or words in common uste, and effective
approach to Le correct use of the dIctionary.

21;
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Block 121, Fundamentals of Spellins and Vocabulary
Required (Class Size: 20)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. When given a basic spelling list of commonly mis-
spelled words, the student should be able to apply
basic rules for spelling, including exceptions, variant
spellings, and affixes.
Behavior:
A. the student recites rules of English spelling and

any exceptions he uses when given selected words
from basic spelling list.

B. The student indentifies orally or by writing on
paper the variant spellings If English sounds
when they are given from a selected list.

1. He correctly syllabicates on paper words
dictated to him.

2. He demonstrates the use of phonetic principles
in spelling by writing correct phonetic symbols
when selected words are dictated to him.

3. When given selected words, he demonstrates by
oral recitation and/or in writing that he spells
by using visual and aural discrimination.

C. The student demonstrates he uses affixes correctly,
given selected list of words to write them with.
When given a basic list of 100 commonly misspelled
words, the student demonstrates he has mastered
the correct spelling of these words.
1. He writes them correctly when they are dictated.
2. He correctly spells them in sentences.

II. The student should be able to progress in an individual-
ized developmental vocabulary program so that at the
end of the course he recognizes and uses words at 8th
grade level when given standardized vocabulary recog-
nition and usage tests.

III. The student should be able to identify the various types
of information.tha'v can be found in the dictionary.
3ehavior:

The student finds and labels on a sample given him
the following information which is located under
word entries: spelling, pronunciation, part of
speech, etymology, definitions, synonyms, antonyms.

B. The student identifies the location of the following
information found outside the main body of the dic-
tionary: abbreviations, new words, proper names,
biographical and geographical names, key to symbols.
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:lock 1Th !;(wclo.,mcntal nnl
Acquird; Flock 121 --7-77777 Size:

COURS'il DaYJaiFTION

2itd,,)nts who nefli to develop efficient thods of word
analysis al:d vocabulary study should enroll L. -.his course.
It is a required course for those whose abilits in this area
is botwoen the eighth and tenth grade levels according to
The Ayres Spellin;,.; Extension Test and standardized vocabu-
lary tests. This course will reemphasize tae effective use
of the dictionary and focus upon the strenGthenin of a
usable voccbullry through the study of affixes, synonyms,
antonyms, and homonyms.
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Block 122, Develonmentql 3uollin and Vocabulsr
Required; IrerequIsne: Aock .Aze: 20)

CCIa.14: OFZICTIVES

I. The student should be able to expand upo:. the stated
objectives for Flock 121.

II. The student should be able to proress :A an indi-
vidualized developmental spellinG pro: to the
extent that he is spelling at 10th grade. level waen
given a standardized spelling test.
Behavior:
A. He spells correctly selected words 23r 10th grade

level.
B. He uses correct spelling in sentenc'3 and para-

graphs of a general nature.

III. The student should be able to use effectively the
dictionary when given special assignments calling for
information that can be found in different parts of a
dictionary.
Behavior:
A. He answers questions concerning information that

can be obtained under word entries.
B. He locates information in answer to specific

questions that can only be found in sections of
the dictionary outside the main body of dictionary.

IV. The student should be able to identify and use spe-
cialized dictionaries when given specific questions
that require their use.
Behavior:
A. He prepares a list of special dictionaries located

in the school library.
B. He locates information in at least three different

kinds of dictionaries in answer to specific ques-
tions that call for the use of each dictionary.

V. When given oral and written selections containing
vocabulary at varying gradations, the student should
be able to demonstrate that he comprehends meanings of
words commonly known at 10th grade level.
Behavior:
A. He recites meanings of words within context of a

iven selection.
B. He names synonyms and antonyms of selected words.
C. He lists homonyms found in selected passages.

D. He underlines affixes and root words in selections
writing the meaning of them separately and combined.
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Block 123, Advanced Word Study
Prerequisite:7178= (Glass Size: 20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Students desiring additional study of vocabulary,
word relationships, semantic principles of word usage, and a
brief study of the changes that have occurred in the English
language may elect to take this course.

30
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Block 123, Advanced Word Study
Prerequisite: Block177 (Class Size: 20)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to expand his existing
vocabulary through the use of selected listings
according to his needs and interest, some of which
are determined by standardized testing. He shows
his progress by correct use of new words in sentences
he writes and in his speech.

The student should be able to demonstrate an under-
standing of semantics by identifying the use of spe-
cific types of wording in selected readings.
Behavior:
A7nieifferentiates between connotations and denota-

tions in selected readings.
B. He underlines loaded words and slanted writing in

selected passages and explains correctly why they
are so labeled.

C. He lists archaic words found in a selection and
makes appropriate substitutes for them.

1. He lists neologisms and states the new meanings for
the established words.

E. He contrasts cliches or trite expressions in a
selection with simple, straight-forward expres-
sions which he offers as a replacement for cliches.

F. The student uses appropriate words for both formal
and informal writing when assigned to write sample
paragraphs illustrating each kind.

III. The student should be able to identify movements in
the development of the English language and etymology.
Behavior:
A. The student lists the early influences of the

Indo-Hittites and Indo-Europeans on a chart or in
a written report.
The student traces the development of the English
language with emphasis on word origins and their
derivations. He uses the following major divisions:
1. Old English (Celtic, Latin, and Anglo Saxon

influences)
2. Middle English (French and Greek influences)
3. Modern English (Word influences)
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Block 131, Oral Communication
Required (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This is a required course for students in need of
basic skills in vocal communication. It is recommended that
the student take the course as early as possible in his
high school career. The student should develop basic skills

In communicating his ideas through good diction, simple re-
porting, discussing, and answering questions. He should

also develop listening skills.
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Block 131, Oral Communication
Required (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to employ the basic listen-
ing skills.
Behavior:
A. The student follows directions when giver step-by-

step procedures.
B. The student distinguishes main ideas in a lecture

or report through oral or written response follow-
ing the presentation.

C. The student takes coherent, well organized notes.

II. The student should be able to express orally his ideas
In coherent statements using good diction.
Behavior:
X=7E7E given a limited topic, the student prepares

and presents a simple report of 2-3 minutes in length.

B. The student responds to oral or written questions
with meaningful answers.

III. The student should be able to lead and participate
actively in discussions.
Behavior:
A. Given a topic for discussion, the student contrib-

utes as a member of a group any coherent observa-
tions or suggestions which follow the line of
discussion.

B. Given a simulated meeting of a group or organiza-
tion, the student demonstrates he can lead the
group using correct parliamentary procedures.

IV. The student should be able to use appropriate tele-
phone etiquette when initiating a phone call or respond-
ing to one in accordance with suggestions made by the
local phone company.
Behavior:
A. Given suitable situations, the student initiates

both a local and long distance phone call in an
acceptable manner.

B. Given a situation, the student demonstrates satis-
factory response to a phone call.
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Block 132, Introduction to Debate
Prerequisite: Block 131 TClass Size: Even number, 20 max.)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This block is designed to introduce the student to the
skills of debate as a public speaking process. The student
will be expected to grasp the basic, fundamental processes
of logic which are used in argumentation with emphasis on
factual analysis. He will then be expected to use logic as
he experiences participation in debate on an elementary level.
He will be directed to do basic exercises in logic, research,
organization, and in the preparation of a prima-facie debate
case. The student will be encouraged to seek to develop
proficiency in analytical thinking through further pursuit
of the basic skills introduced in this block.

3:4
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Block 132, Introduction to Debate
Prerequisite: Block i)1 (Class Size: Even number, 20 max.)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to demonstrate proficiency
in preparing for a debate.
Behavior:
A. He identifies devices of logic which are used in

building arguments for formal debating through
written and oral problem-solving of elementary
1031.0 problems.

B. He compares good reasoning techniques to fallacy in
argument through written and oral tests.

C. He identifies debate procedures in two ways: by
listing of speaker's time limits and obligations
during each speech and by taking part in the formal
deate procedure.

De He writes a valid proposition for debate by differ-
entiating between well-stated and poorly-stated
propositions.

. H identifies valuable negative arguments by
ronr:.archine:: for evidence to disprove already-

arTuments on the affirmative.
:1 identifies a negative counterplan by writing one.

II. The student should be able to research for a debate,
i3ehoxior:
A. He constructs a bibliography for a debate brief

through library research and classroom examination
of research sources and techniques,
iie or',;anizes debate boxes for research purposes by

usir a box, adequate tabulation procedure, and
1 list of affirmative and negative arguments.
::e orders and uses materials that have been espe-
2ially prepared for the high school debate propo-
sition,

III. The student should be able to participate in a debate.
Lehwior:
A. He wor;cs with a colleague in planning for meeting

opposition.
He rorks with a colleague to prepare a prima-facie
cAie throu:a;11 listing and. organizing affirmative
-tr.5umentso

:* H2 constructs and recites negative arguments
t:Irou7'rl 1.tudy and practice of the four-point plan

of refut.ltion.
D. le yu,ticipates in a debate in the claesroom,

formal debate procedures.
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Block 133, Public eakin
PrerequisiaTIToo (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This block is designed to develop skills in public
speaking. The student will be expected to prepare and
present different types of speeches with emphasis on orsani-
zational structure, use of words, literary devices, and
clarity of presentation.
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Block 133, Public Speakin..
Prerequisitirr-grock 131 (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to prepare for presenta-
tion of a speech from 3-5 minutes in length.
Behavior:
A. liven a list of general areas, the student selects

and limits a topic according to the speaking
situation.

B. After choosing his topic, the student selects
appropriate materials and takes effective notes.

C. The student organizes his notes into a workable
outline.

D. He plans for clarity in speech presentation on
paper, making wise use of words and literary devices.

II. The student should be able to present effectively
various types of speeches.
Behavior:

He presents a 3-5 minute persuasive speech that
substantiates either the pro or the con or a
proposition.

B. He presents an informative speech of at least
3-5 minutes in length.

C. He presents an entertaining speech of 3-5 minutes
in length.

III. The student should be able to develop proficiency in
presentation.
Behavior:
A. Given each speaking situation in II-A, B, and C,

the student adjusts the projection of his voice
according to the physical setting and the size of

his audience.
B. Given a list of words and phrases, the student

enunciates and pronounces them correctly prior to
delivery in preparation for making an effective speech.

C. Given each speaking situation in /I-A, B, and C,
the student uses appropriate posture, facial
expression, eye contact, and body movement.

D. Given each speaking situation in II-A, B, and C,
the student adjusts his speed to his purpose.

E. In his presentation of each speech in II-A, B, and
0, the student delivers his speech without total
dependence upon notes.
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Block 1":::4, Lltroduction to Oral Interpretation, Actin:,, 4nd
ILL., Production,

r3locks 13f, 151 (Class Size: 15 - 1 )

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is designed to introduce the student to
the fundamentals of oral interpretation of literature and act-
ing. He should be able to successfully communicate a work
of literature orally to an audience through reading and

acting. The course will also introduce the student, through
practical application, to the fundamentals of producing a
play such as lighting, make-up, costuming, and direction.
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aloe% 1, L111.:,cdaztlo to Cral Intorrctritlo:1, ax.d,

1-Iodic tlon

Preregicit:,: Eiooks 131 Rnd 151 (Zinc:: Si?
1*

17o:

OV,JZZTIVLS

Tho f7tu,7.()nt should ce able to expand the critical and
Rnf7.1yticP1 skills and concepts he has studied in Block
151.

A. T student evaluates in writing two assigned
literary selections in the lilt of their effec-
tivrv.ess and suitability for being orally inter-
pret,nd and produced as plays on stage.

. The student chooses a selection for oral inter-"
pretation which he thinks can be presented to an
audience and writes a critical analysis with
emphasis on effectiveness of selection, its theme
and purpose.

The student should be able to present a work of litera-
ture to an audience applying principles of oral inter-
pretation and acting.
Behavior:
A. Given cne literary selection, the student points

out the differences and similarities between oral
interpretation and acting by reading the selection
to an audience and aiding the audience in making
a written analysis of his reading, noting above.

B. Through the use of improvisational techniques, the
student demonstrates in dialogue and pantomime
his understanding and interpretation of the selec-
tion used in II-A.

III. The student should be able to identify elements in-
volved in producing a play such as lighting, make-up, set,
costuming, and direction and to specify in writing
what should be used for each element when given a
specific stage situation.

IV. Through practical application in a given stage situa-
tion, the student should be able to participate in the
various activities concerned with presenting a play.

Behavior:
I7--He ierforms as an actor.
B. He assists in costuming and make-up.
C. He submits written plans for effective sets and light-

ing for play and follows through with plans.

D. He submits written plans for directing a play and
follows through with plans if chosen to direct play.
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This course is seelfically to nelp stu-
den;t is unable to express himself in writin;7 as a result
of ability or attitude. The student should learn to write
complete, effectl.ve simple, compound, and complex sentences
and to develop the practical skills necessary for business
and social communication. A chief objective of the course
will be to develop positive attitudes toward written communi-
cation and to express opinions clearly.
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Block 141, Practical Composition
Required (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to demonstrate considera-
tion of the positive impression his written papers can
make on the reader.
Behavior:
17TErstudent writes legibly with adequate spacing

of words and proper margins so that his papers can
be read.

B. The student submits all assignments in ink.

II. The student should be able to demonstrate the ability
to capitalize properly.
Behavior:
A. Given examples of words that have been capitalized

for various reasons, he recites reasons for capi-
talizing.

B. Given a writing assignment of twenty sentences which
would involve various rules for capitalization,
the student capitalizes where necessary.

III. The student should be able to demonstrate the ability
to use the dictionary to look up words he cannot spell.
Behavior:
A:77717n a list of words he has been unable to spell

in his own sentences, the student analyzes each
word phonetically, writing down possible beginning
sounds.

B. Using the trial and error method, he searches in
the dictionary for the basic guide words needed and
eventually the correct spelling of the exact words
he wants to use.

C. The student checks on the dictionary meanings of
the words to see if the definitions in the diction-
ary correlate with the context clues in his sentences.

IV. The student should be able to write a variety of sentence
structures.
Behavior:
A. the student writes effective simple, compound, com-

plex and compound-complex sentences when given
General subjects or ideas to build his sentences on.

B. The student applies the basic principles of punctu-
ation to the types of sentences listed in IV-A.

(Cont.)
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(21ock 1'1 ';our se C'o:ectivs Cont.)

V. The student n::o.117i a:11,2 to rAI':'::::)les of

oorrcet word uca::,c to h1 writini
Ldch:lvLor:
A. va..1:;ty o: c':1111-4c for

correct word stuuent applies uasic
pril:cli)los that lead to correct choice of words.
Given selected that Involve correct usage,
the student writes sentences usinG each word to
3.;-.3 his ability to be discerninc, in usage.

VI. The stu:Ient shoulci te ntle to demonstrrtte skills
nece2:sary for bnsic buelness 3ocifal co=munication.

Behavior:
A. Given selecte,1 circumstances, the student should

be able to write a thank you note, an invitation,
a school excuse note, a bread and butter note and
a sympathy note.

B. Given appropriate business forms, the student
accurately supplies the information needed for
credit applications, job applications, income tax
forms, accident forms and retail order blanks.
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Block 142, Paragraph, Deyelopment
Required; Prerequisite: Block 141 (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Upon completion of this course, the student should be
able to write purposeful, fully developed paragraphs, He
should know how to expand and support ideas convincingly,
how to make ideas progress in logical sequence, and how to
adapt paragraphing techniques to reader and purpose.

4 .10'
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Block 142, Paragraph Development
Required; Prerequisite: 141 (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to recognize the necessity
of limiting the paragraph to a single topic.
Behavior:
rInstudent divides a limited topic into sub-

topics, each of which can be developed into a
single paragraph.

B. The student writes a topic sentence that expresses
the controlling idea of the paragraph and relates
it to all details.

II. The student should be able to organize a paragraph with
coherence and unity when given a topic sentence.
Behavior:
177gthe student writes, he focuses the development

of the paragraph on the controlling idea.

B. The student arranges a set of details in logical
order as they relate to the topic sentence.

C. The student uses transitional devices to achieve
both unity and coherence in his paragraph.

D. The student's use of tense, voice, number, and
person is consistent.

III. The student should be able to relate the method of
development to the purpose of a paragraph.
Behavior:
I7Tgstudent writes a paragraph developed by spe-

cific reasons when asked to support an opinion.

B. The student writes a paragraph developed by spe-
cific examples when asked to illustrate a control-
ling idea.

C. The student writes a paragraph developed by
comparison or contrast when asked to show simi-
larities or differences between topics.

D. The student writes a paragraph developed by details
of an incident when asked to relate a brief story
to develop a controlling idea.

E. The student writes a definition paragraph developed
by any method or a combination of methods when
asked, "What do you mean by that?"

IV. The student should be able to relate the order of
details to the purpose of a paragraph.
Behavior:
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(Block 142, Course Objectives Cont.)

A. The student writes a paragraph developed by time
order when asked to write a narrative.

B. The student writes a paragraph developed by logical
order when asked to explain the controlling idea.
The student writes a paragraph developed by spatial
order when asked to describe something.

D. The student writes a paragraph developed by order
of emphasis when asked to write a persuasive para-
graph.

V. The student should be able to improve through revision
the above paragraphs in IV-A,B,C,D by using variety
in sentence structure and word choice where needed.
Behavior:
A. The student writes paragraph containing variety

in sentence structure.
B. The student writes paragraphs in which he varies

his word choice by selecting the best word for his
purpose.

VI. The student should be able to demonstrate recognition
of the fact that paragraphs do not exist in isolation.
Behavior:
A. Given an outline of material for a short essay or

narrative, the student writes an interest-catching
introductory paragraph in which the controlling
idea is stated.
Given the same information as in VI-A, the student
writes a concluding paragraph which contains the
main idea that he wants to leave with the reader
and which contains details related to the controlling
idea.
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Block 143, Theme Development
Required; Prerequisite: Block 142 (Class Size: 20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course the student should learn to structure
the multiparagraph composition, to use a variety of para-
graphs for specific purposes and effects, and to adapt his
writing to the reader, the occasion, and the intended effect.
He should be able to expand, develop, or support a central
or controlling idea through several fully developed and logi-
cally organized paragraphs. The student will study and apply
the basic techniques involved in descriptive, narrative, and
expository writing.
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Block 143, The:le DeveloomInt
Required; Treregelsito: Uock 142

COURLE

4e

(;less 'e C.)

I. In preparation for writine, the student should
able to recoenize and utilize appropriate end effec-
tive lanuae,e.
Behavior:
A. b.iven selected specimens of writing, the student

replaces trite, hackneyed phrases with orizinal
and meanineful expressions.

3. Given selected specimens of writin,;, the student
substitutes concise, relevant wordlee for that
which is vague and irrelevant.

C. Given a brief, untitled essay, the student writes
an imaLinative, appropriate title.

II. The student should be able to structure a purposeful
multiearapraph theme.
A. Given an unsorted list of possible subjects for a

300-350 word theme, the student distinguishes
between those which are too broad (or too techni-
cal) and those which are appropriate in scope.

B. The student selects an appropriate topic and writes
a statement of the controlling idea. He designates
the intended reader.

C. The student writes a list of ten to twelve details,
facts, and/or ideas which are pertinent to develop-
ing the controlling idea.

D. The student arranges the above-mentioned list of
details under three or four main headings in order
to mesanize a workable outline for a first draft.

E. The student forms a topical or sentence outline.

F. As the student begins to write his first draft,
he writes an effective introductory paragraph.

G. The student organizes his theme according to the
development that is most suited to the purpose of

the paper.
H. The student writes a unified and coherent theme

usinE: various transitional devices.
I. The student writes a concluding paragraph that is

related to the controlling idea of the theme and
contains the main thought he wants to leave with
the reader.

J. Having completed the rough draft, Lae stuednt re-
vises, writes the final draft, and proofreads it.
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The student should be able to identify the differences
IL narration, deacripticn, tnd exposition.
Behavior:
777777i1 a list of topics, the student lists in three

different columns thous which could be developed
throu-:,h narration, through description, and through
exposition.

B. The student writes a brief explanation concerning
the major differences involved in handling, a given
topic by narration, by description, and by exposition.

IV. The student should be able to write a vivid description
300.350 words in length.
Behavior:
A. The student writes from the point of view best

suited to his purpose.
B. The student selects and organizes details in accor-

dance with his point of view.
C. The student selects the most appropriate wording

(connotative or denotative) in accordance with his
point of view.

D. The student uses effective figures of speech for
the purpose of making impressions in his descriptions.

V. The student should be able to apply techniques used in
section II to writing an effective narrative based on a
personal experience or other appropriate stimuli.

Behavior:
A. The student focuses attention on incidents relevant

to the story line and lists them in preparation for
writing narration.

B. The student writes the narrative from a definite
point of view.
The student uses direct and indirect quotations
effectively in the narrative.

VI. The student should be able to write an expository
theme in which he logically presents the steps involved
in a process.
Behavior:
A. Arough the use of a topical outline, the student

organizes the steps involved in a chosen process,
keeping in mind the idea that details can be classi-
fied in coordinate groupings subordinate to general

headings.
He writes an expository theme based on the outline
developed in VI-A as he applies appropriate tech-
niques for theme development used In section II.
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Block 144, Expository Writin,R
Prerequisite: Block 143 (Class Size: 13-20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is both an extension and review of Thme
Development (Block 143) and is recommended for the collfiEe
bound. The student should learn to use sentence and para-
graph structures appropriate to various kinds of expocitory
writing: analysis, comparison and contrast, processes and a
combination of two or more. He should expand alil!t
to use personal and rhetorical proof arid should leanr to wie
appropriate forms of logio*
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Block 144, Expository Writing,

Prerequisite: Blodk 143 (Class Size: 18-20)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. Given selected model essays, the student should be
able to identify techniques used in expository writing.

Behavior:
A. He reads orally examples of illustrations used in

model essays containing expository writing.

3. He lists on paper various classifications found
in a selected essay.

C. He identifies orally the use of definitions and the
expansion of some in selected model essays.

D. He outlines on paper an analysis made in a selected

model essay.
E. He lists comparisons and contrasts found in model.

F. He enumerates by steps a process explanation in a

selected essay.
G. He summarizes in writing the personal or rhetorical

proof used in a model essay.
II. The student should be able to apply appropriate tech-

niques to his own designated purpose in expository
writing.
Behavior:
A. The student identifies orally or in writing the

purposes and controlling ideas written in several

model expository essays; he denotes specific
passages which are directly related to the control-

ling idea.
B. The student selects and limits subject which he

can use for a specific purpose in an expository
theme.

C. The student states his purpose and controlling idea
that are suitable for each of the following essays
he writes 300.350 words in length.

1. He writes a process theme using chronological
order.

2. He writes a definition theme in which he uses
any of several orders such as the increasing

or decreasing order of importance.

3. He writes a classification theme using one or

a combination of the following techniques:
illustration, analysis, comparison and contrast.

4. He writes an essay using personal and rhetori-
cal proof for his own thesis.

(Cont.)
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(Block 144, Course Objectives Cont.)

III. The student should be able to apply expository tech-
niques to critical analysis of literary works.
Behavior:
A. Given two selections, the student identifies by

outlining on paper salient characteristics of each
work with regard to setting, plot, characteriza-
tions and theme.

B. Given the selections in the student writes
a comparison-contrast composition at least three
pages in length in which he indicates similari-
ties and differences between salient aspects of
the two selections.
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Block 145, The Research Paper
Prerequisite: Blom 143 (Class Size: 15-20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course the student will learn the distinctive
qualities of the documented paper as they pertain to the
intended reader, the writer's purpose and the writer's respon-
sibility. The student will learn the basic techniques of
citing and crediting authoritative opinion in a formal,
documented paper. He will ultimately write a research
paper.
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Block 145, The Research Paper
Prerequisite: Block 143 (Class Size: 18-20)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. Given three expository topics suitable for research,
the student should be able to locate a variety of

appropriate sources for information and study.

Behavior:
A. The student uses the card catalogue, Reader's

Guide, and other references in the library in an
effort to make a list of available sources for each

of the above topics.
D. The student records in correct bibliographical form

the necessary information concerning each reference.

C. After reading a two-page reference for each topic,
the student writes a precis at least one-half page
in length in which he meets the standard criteria

for this type of writing.

II. Using one of the above topics, the student should be

able to write a documented paper of five to ten pages

in length.
Behavior:
A. The student selects one of the topics used in I-A,B,

and Co limits it to a specific subject and purpose,
and makes a skeleton outline for a documented paper.

B. The student reads reference material and takes
notes according to a prescribed form, using accept-
able ways of incorporating another writer's material

in his notes: direct quotations, summaries, listings,

or paraphrasing.
C. The student gathers ideas, selects those pertaining

to his central idea, organizes his notes, and pre-
pares an outline suitable to the purpose of the paper.

D. The student writes a rough draft in accordance with

basic principles and techniques used in expository

writing.
1. He includes footnotes (or reference notes)

according to a prescribed form accepted by the
school'or English department.

2. He uses contextual references in giving another
author's idea.

3. He supports his own ideas by reference to
authority when necessary.

4. He prepares a bibliography according to pre-
scribed form described in II-D-1.

(Cont.)
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(Block 145, Course Objective Cont.)

E. The student revises the rough draft in accordance
with additional information gained, attitudes
changed, or alterations made.

F. The student proofreads and ultimately submits a final
typewritten copy of the documented paper which proves
to be satisfactory to the reader on a basis of form,
content, and construction«
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Block 146, Advanced Composition
Prerequisites 143 (Class Size: 18-20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This college-preparatory course is designed for
further development of techniques used In four types of
writing: narration, description, argumentation, and
persuasion.
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Block 146, Advanced Composition
Prerequisite:Wea 143 (Class Size: 18-20)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to write a narrative.
Behavior:
A. The student selects and limits a topic for narra-

tion.
B. The student selects details appropriate to his

purpose and point of view.
C. The student arranges the order of events and

details according to purpose.
D. The student uses activities A,B, and C to write

a narrative paragraph from 150-300 words in length.

II. The student should be able to write descriptive prose.
Behavior:
17-.17girstudent selects and limits a topic for description.
B. The student demonstrates selectivity of detail as

well as arrangement of this detail in writing on
the above topic.

C. The student writes vivid descriptive paragraphs
by use of appropriate and colorful words and
sensory details.

III. The student should be able to determine whether a topic
is suitable for an argumentative paper.
Behavior:
A. cairen a list of possible argumentative topics, the

student underlines the topics suitable for argumen-
tation.

B. Using above list in III-A, the student writes an
explanation of why certain topics are suitable.

IV. The student should be able to recognize the structure
and vocabulary of argumentation.
Behavior:
17TErstudent writes a definition of each of the

following terms: major premise, minor premise,
syllogism, enthymeme, inductive and deductive
reasoning.

13. Given a group of paragraphs, the student desig-
nates which topics are proven inductively and
which deductively.

C. The student looks at a group of enthymemes and writes
them as complete syllogisms.

(Cont.)
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(Block 146, Course Objectives Cont.)

D. The student distinguishes between major and minor
premises in an unsorted list.

E. Given an essay of argumentation, the student identi-
fies the elements listed in IV -A above, and he
identifies the parts of an argumentative structure.

V. The student should be able to write an argumentative
paper.
Behavior:
=7E7 student formulates in a proposition the point

to be argued.
B. The student lists the points (minor propositions)

he intends to use to support his major proposition.
C. The student writes arguments on the opposite side

of the proposition.
D. The student presents sufficient evidence to prove

main and minor propositions and refute opposing
views, avoiding generalizations based on insuf-
ficient evidence.

VI. The student should be able to identify techniques of
persuasion.
Behavior:
A. Given an essay of persuasion, the student identifies

the ethical, pathetical (emotional), and logical
proofs.

B. The student labels the distinctive elements of
rhetoric at work in a given essay of persuasion,

VII. The student should be able to write a persuasive paper.
Behavior:
A. iihe student selects a suitable topic for a per-

suasive paper.
B. The student supports his view with adequate, authori-

tative, and up-to-date facts, making notes of these.

C. The student arranges his material in order that his
major points receive strong emphasis.

D. The student completes his paper of 3-5 pages in length.
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Block 147, Creative Writings
Prerequisite: 6Ek 143 (Class Size: 18-20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course the student will analyze and compare
in different models the elements of short story writing:
plot, characters, setting, and point of view. The student
will study individual author emphases and style. Using
this study and analysis, the student will be allowed to
construct his own model, culminating in his creation of a
short story. The student will also examine four types of
poetry--narrative, dramatic, lyric, and didactic - -as well as
identify the basic elements of poetry -- image, metaphor (ex-
tended), symbol, and argument. In light of this background,
the student will be given opportunity to develop his own
style of writing poetry.

The student will attempt to write freely from his
own feeling and experience and will apply in his own writing
of prose, poetry, or other literary forms the critical stan-
dards and principles which he has developed from studying
literature as well as structural grammar and linguistics.
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Block 147, Creative Writinji
Prerequisite: Block 143 (Class Size: 18-20)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to identify the nature of
conflict, point out its necessity for effective plot
construction and use conflict in his writing.
Behavior:
A. After reading two or more short stories, partici-

pating in a lecture/discussion on the nature and
uses of literary conflict, the student identifies
the opposing forces in each of the stories read.

B. Given a list of five paired statements of plot
situations in which some statements concern conflict
and others do not, the student selects those that do
and lista ways in which each conflict could be
dramatically heightened or intensified,

C. The student writes about an original plot situation,
conflict, and resolution for a given character.

II. The student should be able to identify different kinds
of characters in writing, to point out techniques used
to create an impression of character, and to create
in his writing believable characters acting in a be-
lievable way.
Behavior:
77ITT7r reading two sources recommended by the

teacher, the student states three or more ways
in which characters can be classified.

B. After discussing the techniques of characterizations,
the student lists ways in which an author can create
an impression of a given character.

C. After reading two or more sources concerned with
literary criticism, the student states character-
istics of realistic and unrealistic characters.

D. The student writes a brief passage in which he
creates a vivid and believable character, making
use of dialogue.

III. The student shoUld be able to identify the shaping
effect of setting and central occasion on both plot
and characterization, and incorporate both occasion
and setting into his writing.
Behavior:
177Tr711 two short stories with dissimilar settings and

occasions, the student states changes that would
be necessary in order to reverse the settings or
occasions of the two stories.
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(Block 147, Course Objectives Cont.)

C. The student writes a plot synopsis and/or a brief
character sketch that would be believable and
consistent with a particular setting or occasion.

IV. The student should be able to enumerate the character-
istics and advantages of each possible point of view and
employ the use of a point of view in his own writing.
Behavior:
177TV7n selected prose passages, the student lists

objective characteristics of each point of view used.
B. Using above prose passages, the student states one

or more logical inferences as to why the writer
employed one point of view rather than another.

C. In at least two unstructured writing, assignments,
the student employs an effective point of view.

V. Given the freedom to choose one major happening with a
limited number of characters, the student creates his
own short story in which he employs one or all of the
basic elements previously handled in I-IV.

VI. The student should be able to demonstrate he has
developed a concept of the nature of poetry.
Behavior:
77-77,711 selected poetry, the student states at least

four characteristic differences between prose and

poetry.
The student analyzes in writing a given work of
poetry as to type after a preliminary lecture/
discussion of the four basic types: narrative,
dramatic, lyric, and didactic. (Specific types of
poetry, such as the ode, elegy, sonnet, song, and
ballad, are also discussed.)

VII. The student should be able to use figurative languor()

effectively.
Behavior:
A. The student identifies the following figures of

speech: metaphor, simile, personification,
apostrophe, hyperbole, conceit, when given selected
readings.

B. The student writes effective figures of speech for
objects, actions, or ideas supplied by the teacher.

C. The student writes eight lines or less in which
one central impression or idea is stated with the
use of figurative language.

VIII. The student should be able to identify and use sound

and rhythm devices effectively.
Behavior:
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(Block 147, Course Objectives Cont.)

A. The student defines or explains orally and in
writing the meaning of common sound devices:
alliteration, assonance, consonance, onomatopoeia,
and rhyme.

B. The student constructs rhythmic patterns involving
types of feet and lengths of lines, when given
selected lines of poetry.

C. Given several lines of an incomplete verse pattern,
the student supplies an additional line that
retains the rhythmic pattern.
Using his own sound devices and rhythm patterns,
the student writes original lines to express his

ideas.
IX. Given the freedom to choose a subject, the student

creates a poem in which he employs the basic elements
of poetry.

SUGGESTION TO THE TEACHER:

Because of the creative nature of this course, the course
objectives herein outlined are intended to be suggestive rather

than prescriptive, The student can also be encouraged to prow

duce other creative literary forms.
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Block 143, Syntax, Unua-e and Punctuation
.size: 30-35)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In th'.s course the student will review the syntax of
the sentence, conventions of usage, and punc!tuation appro-
priate to formal and informal standard Englinh. This course
is recommendod for the colleEse bound student.
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Block 143, 37ntnx, Usa:-e, and Punctuation
------TClass Size: 30-35)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to construct the following
basic sentence patterns:
A. :iubject-verb
3. 'subject- verb - object
C. Subject-verb-predicate noun
D. Subject-verb-predicate adjective
E. Subject-verb-indirect object-object.

II. The student should be able to use the following con-
structions to serve as a single part of a given sentence
pattern:
A. Comeound subjects and verbs

infinitive and gerundive phrases as subjects, objects,
and predicate nouns

C. 1:oun clauses as subjects, objects, and predicate nouns.

III. The stuaent should be able to expand basic sentence
patterns in writing and speech.
ehavior:

A. He writes the following modifiers in sentence patterns:
1. Words: adjectives and adverbs
2. Phrases: prepositional, infinitive, and parti-

cipial
3. Clauses: adjective and adverbial.

B. He uses the following additional structures in

sentences:
1. Appositives
2. Interrupters: parenthetical words, phrases,

clauses
3. Interjections
4. Nouns of address.

C. He writes above sentences with standard usage of
punctuation marks.

IV. The student should be able to write sentences with
variation in basic sentence patterns and standard usage
of punctuation marks.
Behavior:
A. He writes sentences using inversion of subject and

verb.
B. He writes sentences using shifts in order of words,

phrases or clauses.
(Cont.)
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(Block 148, Course Objectives Cont.)

V. Given a variety of sentences to punctuate, the student
should be able to use the following marks of punctua-
tion when appropriate:
A. The colon
B. The dash
C. Parentheses
D. Brackets
E. Underlining (Italics)
F. quotation marks
G. The hyphen
H. Elipses.

VI. The student should be able to write effective sentences
which contain standard usage for formal and informal
written expresbion,
Behavior:
A. He writes sentences that include yard= kinds of

conjunctions needed to connect words, phrases or
clauses with attention to parallel construction.
1. He writes sentences showing he can use coordi-

nate conjunctions to connect words, phrases
ard clauses.

2. He writes at least ten sentences using ten
different subordinate conjunctions.

3. He uses at least three sets of correlative con-
junctions to connect words, phrases, and clauses
in sentences.

4. He writes sentences showing he uses conjunctive
adverbs in sentences.

B. He uses pronouns appropriate to sentence sense in
tile following structures:
1. Pronoun reference
2. Pronoun agreement with antecedent.

C. When given selected drills, the student uses the
correct tense of verbs.

D. When given selected drills, the student uses
appropriate verb-subject agreement in sentences.

E. The student determines when to use active and
passive voice in his writing when given situations
that call for the use of a specific voice in a
sentence.

F. When given sentences to write, the student uses
the subjunctive mood correctly.
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Block 151, Approaches to Fiction and Bioaraphlr
Required; Prerequi-site: 11732713 jelass Size: 35.40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course the student will apply the technical
literary terms of criticism and analysis to the study of the
short story, the biography, the autobiography, the poem, and
the novel. The author's purpose, the meaning and structure
of the work, and most obvious features of style will be
examined, and some attempt will be made to show their relation-
ships.
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Block 151, Approaches 1.2 Fiction and Bio ra
Required; Prerequisite: aock 117 ass Size; 35-40)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. Given selected short stories by different authors, the
student should be able to analyze each story from a
literary point of view.
Behavior:
A. The student identifies the five elements of the plot

by designating specific paragraphs which illustrate
opening action, rising action, climax, falling
scion, and denouement ur resolation.

B. The student briefly describes it paragraph form
the mood or atmosphere and the tone of the story.

C. The student compares two or more author's styles
of writing.

D. The student identifies the theme and purpose of a
given short story.

E. The student Identifies the basic element emphasized
by the author (plot, setting, character) in a selected
short story and illustrates through selected lines
why this is the basic element.

F. The student identifies and gives examples of the
various points of view from which selected stories
are told.

G.,1e, The student identifies in writing methods of charac-
terization used by two different authors.

H. The student identifies the basic type of conflict
used in selected stories.

I. Tha student identifies figurative language and any
symbolism when given selected passages.

J. The student develops vocabulary through listing new
words and identifying their meanings in selected
short stories.

K. The student writes a paragraph revealing his reactions
to :gin idea or theme from a selected short story.

II. The student should be able to develop the ability to
analyze biographies and autobiographies.
Behavior:
.17 =student demonstrates the ability to differentiate

between fiction and history when given selected
bio3raphical readings.
The student identifies in a written list some of the
writer's techniques used in recording the actions

and recreating the personality of an individual life
in selected biographies and autobiographies.

(Cont.)
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C. The student writes a brief biographical account
of his own life using techniques observed is the
study of biographies and autobiographies,

III. The stuclent should be able to demonstrate the ability

to anrly:e poetry.
23ehavior:
17-7Tmil selected passages, the student compares and

contrasts poetic and prosaic forms.

3. When liven selected passages, the student identi
Pies some of the poems that tell a story through
the use of emotion and imagination.

C. The student defines the functions, sounds, and
rhythms of poetry as compared with prose.

D. The student identifies meter and rhyme scheme in
given lines of poetry.

E. The student identifies the poetic devices which
live a poem movement and total effect.

F. The student identifies and gives examples of figures

of speech used in poetry.
G. The student identifies the main types of poetry and

compares and contrasts their characteristics.

IV. The student should be able to demonstrate the ability

to analyze the novel.
Behavior
A. 'fhe stL:dent lists the basic differences between

the novel and the short story.

c. The student identifies the type of conflict or
conflicts used in a particular novel.

C. The student contrasts the character development
used in the short story with that used in the novel.

D. The student identifies and interprets any symbolism

used in a particular novel.

E. The student discusses the author's style of writing

and devices he uses for a particular novel.
F. The student writes a composition in response to

the theme of a particular novel.
G. The student identifies the relationships between

the plots and subplots of a novel.

SUGGESTiON TO THE TEACHER:

In this required course it is of utmost importance

that a student be given a basic background in the study of

the short story, biography and autobiography. As time per-

mits and in accordance with individual differences, atten-

tion should be given to the study of poetry and the novel.
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Block 152, Approaches to Poetry and Essays
Prerequisite: Moo-117 (Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This elective course is organized around poetry,
essays, and the poetic dramas Julius Caesar or R9meo and
Juliet. The vocabulary and techniquear3rminalysis of
=Faure will be reinforced, expanded, and supplemented.
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zlocic A.:oroac:leJ to ioetry and Zssa-s
PrerequIsial=77frT lass Size; 35-40)

ZOURS2: 03JECTIVSS

I. The student should be able to demonstrate the ability to
analyze poetry.
ehavior:

A. The student points out orally the use of imagery
and other poetic elements in everyday language.
The student identifies the different types of poetry
when :given several selections.

C. Given selected lines of poetry, the student identi-
fies and lives examples of the devices of sound:
alliteration, assonance, consonance, onomatopoeia,
and rhyme.

D. Given varied lines of poetry, the student identi-
fies the types of meter.

7 The student identifies examples of figurative lan-
zmae in selected poetry and writes five original
examples.

F. The student points out variations in poetic form
when given selected poetry to read.

G. The student identifies poetry as a comment on human
value and as an interpretation of life when he
writes a 2-3 page composition on this subject.

II. The student should be able to apply the above objectives
to the study of the poetic drama when assigned the
study of Julius Caesar or Romeo and Juliet.
Behavior:
A. The student correlates purpose and meaning with

variations of style and demonstrates the ability
to do this in written composition of 3-5 pages.

E. The student identifies in list form special devices
and limitations of the dramatic form used in play.

III. Given selected essays, the student should be able to
demonstrate the ability to analyze the essays
Behavior:
A. The student identifies the different types of

ecsays, such as descriptive, narrative, argumenta-
tIve, '3xpository, personal.
T'tp student acquires and lists the criteria which
permit one to interpret and judge an essay in light
of its purpose, structure, and techniques.

student demonstrates in written composition
t'lo ability to analyze an essay according to
co..:tont, form, tone.
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Block 153, Introduction to American Literature
Prerequisite: Block 151 (Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This elective course is centered about the growth
of American literature from its characteristically European
beginnings to its uniquely American nature in the first half
of the nineteenth century. Through a study of selected
American works, the student is expected to share in the
ideas and values that moved this nation and its people through
times of conflict and stress to the brink of contemporary
society.
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Block 153, Introduction to Amercsn Later.., to
Prerequisite: Block 151 7777

COURSE 02JECTIVEzi

I. The student should be able tc read -;1:! discuss Ameri-
can literature through the nineteenth century with
regard to its general characteristics.
Behavior:
A. Using prepared reading lists, the student inde-

pendently selects and reads prose selections from
American literature and identifies basic char-
acteristics of each period into which early
American literature can be divided: colonial,
revolutionary, romantic, etc.

B. The student discusses orally and in writing read-
ing selections from a literary point of view in

terms introduced in Block 151: plot setting,
character, mood, tone, theme, author s style of
writing.

II. The student should be able to trace American literature
to its European tradition and should be able to identi-
fy the ideas and attitudes that produced the predomi-
nantly utilitarian literature of colonial and revo-
lutionary America.

III. The student should be able to identify deliberate
attempts to break with the European tradition in America
by pointing out examples of these attempts in works by
Irvinz, Bryant, Cooper, Emerson, and Thoreau.

IV. The student should be able to discuss orally and in
writing specific major authors and their works in
terms of form (methods, techniques) and content (ideas,
values).
Behavior:
A. The student identifies Poets methods of achieving

emotional effects in his short stories and poems.
B. The student identifies Hawthorne's methods of

revealing sin in his short stories and in The
Scarlet Letter.

C. TE7Tatidgirrlentifies Whitman's, methods of extol-
ling freedom and the worth of the common man.
The student identifies Twain's methods of social
criticism in his tales and essays as well as in
Tilt' Adventures of Huckleberr Finn.

E. The student identifies s Crane s ;Mods of portray-
ing life as it is in his short stories and in The
Red Bade of Courage.
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Block 154, Modern and Contemporary American Literature
Prerequisite: Mock 151 Glass 7777 35-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This elective course is oranized around contemporary
works of American literature. Throuch the study of modern
works, the student should recognize the diversity and com-
plexity of modern life, the ideals and challenges of modern
man, and the increasing demands of contemporary society.
Skills of analysis developed in Block 151 will be applied
to caltemporary works.
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Block 154, Modern and Contempoma American L terature
Prerequisite ock 131 (Class ze: 35 -4O)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to read and discuss orally
and in writing American literature beginning with the
twentieth century.
Behavior:
A. the student independently selects and reads prose

selections from American literature on the basis
of ability, interest, taste, and need, using
prepared reading lists.

B. The student discusses orally and in writing selec-
tions from above reading in terms of plot, setting,
characters, mood, tone, theme, author's style.

II. The student should be able to apply principles of
analysis orally and in writing to selected works of
Hemingway, Steinbeck, and Faulkner.
Behavior:
A. The student identifies the efforts of above writers

to portray the complexity of modern and contempo-
rary life.

B. The student identifies, compares and contrasts the
diverse styles of modern writers in given selections.

C. The student identifies, compares and contrasts the
techniques and methods modern writers use to portray
life when given selected readings.

III. Using selected plays the student should be able to
analyze from a literary point of view the contemporary
American play.
Behavior:
A. After reading selected plays by O'Neill and Williams,

the student identifies in writing the following
literary characteristics in each play: plot, setting,
characters, dialogue, and theme.

B. The student writes a three to five page literary
analysis ofone of each of the above playwright's
works.
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Block x.55, Drama as Literature
Prerequisite: Block 151 (Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This block is designed to acquaint the student with a
variety of dramatic literature. It reinforces and expands
the critical and analytical skills and concepts studied in
previous blocks. This block is especially designed for the
student with an interest in drama, but is not to be confused
with acting and producing plays.
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Block 155, Drama as Literature
Prerequisite: Block 151 (Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to demonstrate he has a
knowledge of the history of drama.
Behavior:
A. The student identifies in a written report the

distinguishing characteristics of different
historical periods of drama.

B. The student orally identifies universal themes in
plays of various historical periods.

C. When given selected plays to read, the student
illustrates in writing or in action devices of
characterization and dramatic effects in plays of
various historical periods.

II. Given selected plays, the student should be able to
recognize five different structural types of drama:
tragedy, comedy, melodrama, farce, and experimental
(avant-garde), classifying selected plays 4s types.
Behavior:
717Mrstudent lists the distinguishing characteristics

of different structural types of dramas.
B. Given selected plays, the student compares and

contrasts in writing authors' purposes and tech-
niques in plays of different structural types.

C. The student identifies universal themes in selected
plays of different structural types and pre-
sents these in a 3-5 page paper.

III. The student should be able to expand the critical
and analytical skills and concepts he has studied in
Block 151 when given selected plays.
Behavior:
r:--tr7)student evaluates in a written composition the

chosen literary form of an author as to its
effectiveness and suitability in accomplishing
effect, theme, or purpose.

B. The student writes a critical analysis of a play
in which he differentiates the author's methods of
presenting character and points out differences
in characterization.
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Block 156, Introduction to English Literature to 18th C.
Prerequisite: Block 11 -----(=s-3177773m5-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is concerned with the development of Eng-
lish literature from the beginnings of the English language
through seventeenth century literature. The course is
recommended for college-bound students,
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Block 156, IntroduotIon to En-111:!: Llter5tri, to 1:th C.

Prerequisite: Block 151 -----Fr17.E.-Irrir -n-40)

COURS1r, C:ljECTIVE

I. The student should be able to trace the e,rowth and
development of the En fish lan6une, and literature from
Anglo Saxon times through the seventeenth century.

Behavior:
I7777ifferentiates between the forms of Old, Middle,

and Modern English.
B. He identifies the major periods in which English

literature developed beginning with the first written
epic "Beowulf" and going through the Puritan-Cavalier
period of the 17th Century.

II. Given sample literature of the above periods in I-B,
the student should be able to identify distinguishing
characteristics of the literature of each period.

Behavior:
A. The student compares and contrasts the epics "Beowulf"

and Milton's "Paradise Lost."
B. After reading Chaucer's "Prologue to the Canterbury

Tales," the student describes the author's style,
diction, characters and form.

C. The student identities characteristics of the short
story in "The Pardoner's Tale".

D. The student describes the Elizabethan theatre as it
relates to the production of various types of plays
written by Shakespeare: history, tragedy and comedy.

E. The student elects to read one of the above types of
plays in II-D and points out techniques of characteri-
zation used by Shakespeare.

F. The student identifies examples of the Carpe Diem
theme of Cavalier literature.

G. The student defines and gives examples of allegory

as found in Bunyan's Pil6rim's Pro ressi

H. Given selected readings from the Eja. James Version
of the Bible, the student is able-tii-ideniifrEn--
following types of literature found in the Bible:
history, narrative, poetry, parables.

III. When given selected poems, the student should be able to

identify the literary forms and devices in English songs
and sonnets of the 16th and 17th centuries.
Behavior:
A. He identifies lyric and figurative elements.

B. He points out sonnet forms and their limitations.
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Block 157, Introduction to &alai.
thrown Contem

Block 151

77

Literature, LLtjapentury

(Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is arranged to include English literary'
selections of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth
centuries. Through a study of such modern and contemporary
works, the student is expected to arrive at an understanding
of the complexity of modern life and an appreciation of our
heritage in language and literature. Reading and interpre-
tative skills will be treated in relation to specific works.
This course is recommended for college-bound students.
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Block 157, Introduction to English Literature, 18th Century,

throu h Contemporary
Prerequisite: Bock 151 (Class Size: 35.40)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to identify the political
satire of the eighteenth century in selected works.
Behavior:
777rFeads background materials of the period as well

as selections by Swift, Addison, Steele, and Defoe
and lists reasons for the satire in the literature.

B. He selects the works of one of the above authors
and writes a 3-5 page composition pointing out
with illustrations the author's political satire.

II. The student should be able to identify principal tenets

of the Romantic period.
Behavior:
A.- The student identifies the characteristics of

neo-classicism and defines romanticism in terms of
reaction to this movement,

B. The student lists the influences of nineteenth
century industrial, agricultural, and political
changes on the romantic writings, after reading
background materials and selected romantic writings.

III. The student should be able to identify the characteris-
tics of the Victorian Age.
Behavior:
A. The student writes a summary of the political,

economic, and social background which affected
the literature of the age.

B. When given selected readings, the student identi-
fies the didactic and utilitarian purposes and
concepts in much of the literature of the age.

IV. The student should be able to trace the effect of
democracy, science, and industry on contemporary thought.

Behavior:
A. Thae student lists the influences of politics in

the poetry of the Irish Renaissance when given
selected readings.

Bib The student writes about the change of England's
position in the modern world as it is reflected

in selected contemporary literary works by T. S.
Eliot, George Bernard Shaw or other selected writers.

C. After reading selected works, the student writes a
3-5 page composition concerning the impact of
modern English literature on some phase of world

thought.
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Block 155, Comparative Literar Analysis
Prerequisite: Block 15 (Class Size: 20-23)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course the skills of literary analysis will be
reinforced and expanded. Ability to criticize and evaluate
literature both orally and in writing will be emphasized.
Comparisons, contrasts, and variations of theme, style, and
purpose will be stressed. Habits and skills necessary for
the independent study of literature will be encouraged.
Students in this block should acquire a more sophisticated
approach to literary analysts by combining abilities of
observation and skills of interpretation and expression. The

literature used will be recognized masterpieces of greater
difficulty than those ordinarily read. This course is
recommended for all college-bound students and should prove
especially helpful to the student who wishes to enroll in
the Seminar for Advanced Study, Block 166.
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Block 158, Comparativ9 Literarr Analysis
Prerequisite: Block 151 (Class Size: 20-25)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. After examination and evaluation of two works such as
DLL past and MohL Dick, Richard II and Julius Caesar,

or a anus and-nali1777a4V7 the student=lirg-"6
able to identify characteristics of
literary analysis as introduced in Block 151 and apply
them to two of the above works.
Behavior:
A. Given two of above works, the student compares,

contrasts, and identifies variations of theme,
style, and purpose both orally and in writing.
He writes a composition 5 -7 pages in length.

B. In a single class period, the student writes an
intensive analysis of a brief literary passage
from one of the above chosen works.

C. Through groups, panels, role-playing, and similar
oral activities, the student identifies and explains
the themes, motifs, patterns of imagery, and other
devices evident in both works selected from those
listed in I.

II. The student should be able to demonstrate skills and
habits of independent study by making comparative studies
of assigned works.
Behavior
A. The student selects and writes a comparative analy-

sis of two or more related features from two or
more related literary works.

B. The student selects and writes a comparative study
of the poetry of two authors, two historical periods,
or two treatments of the same mood or theme.

III. Given a short literary work such as The zEltts. Gatsb_v,
me Old Man and the Sea, or Heart 2nrirkie)ssirr, an a
trie-TIMIT7orthree weeks to complete the reading of
this work, therstudent should be able, in a two hour
period, to evaluate in writing the literary form used
by the author. Noted in this evaluation is the form
of the author as to his effectiveness in accomplish-
ing variations of theme, style, and purpose.
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Block 159, Masterworks of World Literature
Prerequisit4i--Blexik-15r 73Tass Size: 25-30)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

In this course the student will study four or more
world masterworks that have significantly affected modern
thought and literature, excluding American and English works.
works will be studied in translation. Students taking this
course should be able to work independently and should have
a keen interest in the humanities.
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Block 159, Masterworks of World Literature
Prerequisite: "Block 15r (biass Size: 25-30)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to list universal character-
istics of good writing, when given four selected readings.

II. The student should be able to compare and contrast
individual styles of selected authors, excluding
American and English writers.
Behavior:
A. The student identifies and gives examples of

literary devices and techniques used in the
works selected for study.

B. The student identifies the themes of the works
studied by discussing themes and their universal
interest.

C. The student identifies and interprets symbolism
present in selected works.

D. The student identifies other elements of the
novel (plot, conflict, characterization, dialogue,
setting) as'introduced in Block 1514 making
comparisons and contrasts of two selected read-
ings in world literature.with regard to these
elements.

III, When given appropriate examples of world literature,
the student should be able to point out some of the
trends of society that Pere sometimes reflected in the
literature of any period and any nation.

SUGGESTED BLOCK ORGANIZATION

One suggestion is to organize the following novels into a
thematic unit centering on the theme "Man's Relationship to
Justice." The required works include:

Cervantes, Don, Quixote Goethe, Faust
Dante, .!_e_itrg2eno Ibsen, GMT;
Dostoevsky, Cfiiiiand Punishment

A second means of organization is to allow student to read
iadependently from a pre-selected bibliography of world
literature. Works by authors such as, but not limited to,
Pasternak, Lagerkvist, Malreaux, Gide, Mann, Hesse, Piran-
dello, Camus, Kazantzakist Koestler, Kafra, Balzac, Tolstoy,
and Unamuno could be read and evaluated in terms of the par-
ticular interests and concerns of the individual student.
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Block 161, Survey of the Mass Media (Class Size: 30-35)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The student will operate under and examine the func-
tions, production problems, and consumer problems of several
mass communication media. This will be done through readinE,
writing, viewing, listening, interviewing and evaluating.
Students will examine various codes of productions and
compare and contrast with material presented in class.
Through the use of a variety of media, students will corre-
late principles, morals, and motives presented by program-
ming to modern man and society.
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Block 161, Survey of the Mass Media
ma1116mall Nom* immrs answwwwe 4Nemommok

COURSE OBJECTIVES

84

(Class Size: 3035)

I. The student should be able to identify main functions
of the newspaper and identify types of material used
in fulfilling these functions.
Behavior:
A. The student examines free press concept in the U.S.

and foreign countries and compares laws with
practice.

B. When reading, writing, viewing, or listening, the
student isolates editorializing as opposed to
factual accounts. He lists not only obvious opinion,
but also use of slanted words, exclusion of points?
and fallacious arguments.

C. After examining the criteria for a good newspaper
as listed by the Associated Press Managing Editors
Association, the student applies this criteria to
one of his choice and submits a written evaluation
of the paper.

II. The student should be able to read ads in light of the
relationship between advertising and society.
Behavior:
A. Tae student identifies the basic drives and desires

to which advertising appeals.
B. The student identifies common propaganda devices,

such as fallacies, generalities, slanted words, in
three media and compares them with reasonable appeal.

C. The student writes an advertisement with flexible
E:rn21mar and imaginative vocabulary that offers
reasonable appeal.

D. The student identifies mores determining good taste
and offensive ads.

III. The stuient should be able to examine the communication
functiers of radio and television as well as their enter-
tainment functions and makes an evaluation of them.
Behavior:
A. Me compares the appeal of radio and tele-

vision among children, teenagers, and adults.
B. After using; radio and television newcasts to comple-

ment paper reading, the student identifies extra
material used in broadcasts.

C. The student itemizes programming differences in a
radio newscast, interview, disc jockey program, and a
television newscast, humor show, and sportscast.

(Cont.)
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(Block 161, Course Objectives

D. After reading codes
the student applies
programs and writes

85

Cont.)

set up by the broadcasters,
these codes to thm.e types of
an evaluation el e.eh.program.

IV. The student should be able to consider :'ibis objectively,
apart from entertainment value.
Behavior:
A. The student prepares a list of criteria with which

students in class have been accepting and rejecting
entertainment films.

B. The student applies acceptable criteria to an enter-
tainment film.and writes his assessment.

C. The student compares old movie codes to those
recently adopted, using at least two movies in the
analysis.

V. The student should be able to differentiate the intended
readerships of selected magazines and to discern the
effect of make-up, material, and tone.
Behavior:
A. The student denotes differences between a condensed

article in Reader's Di est and the original article.
B. The studentF=7n identifies main features of

a specialized periodical selected by the individual.
C. The student discerns and denotes the level of

accuracy of reporting in such magazines as True
and True Confessions.

D. The student interprets a news story told in Life
magazine through photos and captions. He does
this in a 2-3 pace composition.

E. The student writes a comparison of a quick news-
paper summary of an important news event with a
thorough magazine report of the same event.

VI. The student should be able to see the electronic
devices as having mass communication qualities.
Behavior:
A. After a brief introduction to a cursory history

of electronics and its effects in our society,
the student investigates and reports on at least
three electronic devices which have an effect on
mass communication.

n. Usin appropriate material, each student selects
outside of class one familiar object based on
electronics and presents to his peers in class
a descript.on and explanatioft of this particular
media phencimenon.
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Block 162, Business En lisp
e:Prerequisit Block (Class Size: 25-30)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is designed for the business-bound student.
The oXills of basic English will be reinforced and expanded.
The student will have an in-depth study of the four communi-
cation areas: speaking, writing, listening, and reading..
Business spelling and vocabulary will be emphasized. In this
block the student will receive training in all areas of
letter writin. Independent work projects will give the
student practice in the four areas of communication.
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Block 162, Business English
Prerequisite: Block 142 (Class Size: 25-30)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. When given specified situations, the student should be
able to write the following types of letters: inquiry,
acknowledgement, claim, adjustment, credit, collection,
sales, order, follow-up, public relations, thank you,
application, and simple memos.
Behavior:
1.1-1'TeToduces the above letters with proficiency in

mechanics and content.
B. Through the use of selected business-oriented

spelling lists and vocabulary drills, the student
achieves variety of word usage as he writes.

II. When given specific situations requiring their use,
the student should be able to locate debired informa-
tion in the following reference books: the dictionary,
the secretarial handbook, telephone directory, books
of etiquette, and travel guides.

III. Given three periodicals and one newspaper, the student
should be able to examine them and write an evaluation
of pertinent information he finds that will prove of
possible value f.n his business communications.

IV. The student should be able to compose and follow through
with activities developing specialized skills such as
introductions, telephone conversations, dictations, and
video tape recorded interviews.
Behavior:
A.' tie student demonstrates by being appropriately

dressed that he is aware of the importance of
personal appearance when appearing at a place
of business.

B. Using selected exercises, the student orally
practices voice flexibility, enunciation, and pro-
nunciation.

C. The student prepares and gives three to five-
minute demonstrations exemplifying each of the
appropriate skills needed In IV.
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BlociA 163, Mytholo,-.Y and Lo s of the Western World
Prerequisite: )look 177 TClass Size: 35-40)

COURS3 DESZRIPTION

In this course the student should study both classi-
'cal and Nordic mythology as a basis for understanding the
allusions, themes, and motifs that constantly reoccur in
Occidental literature. The student should also study well-
known characters in literary legends with emphasis placed on
the Arthurian le.-ends. SoTe attention will be Given to
modern treatments of we myths and to the tendency
of modern critics to examine works for their underlying
myths.
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Block 163, Mythology and Legends of the Western World
Prerequisite: Block 157 Tarass a117- 35-40)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to identify the characters
and events of classical mythology as presented through
teacher lecture, discussion, and readings.
,behavior:
A. The student identifies the various creation theo-

ries, especially the Greek view.
B. After reading some of the Greek literature concern-

ing mythology, such as The Iliad, The OdYsse , and
Jason and the Ar onauts7th6fitUdeliri en es.
17775TETITG7Tge var ous Greek and Roman gods and
goddesses and the similarities and differences
among them.

II. The student should be able to identity the characters
and events of some of the literary legends, such as the
Arthurian legends.

III. The student should be able to use the classical and
Nordic myths and the Arthurian legends as a basis for
interpreting the allusions, themes, and motifs which
continually reoccur in Occidental literature.
Behavior:
A. Given selected Nordic myths and Arthurian legends,

the student compares and contrasts them with the
modern treatments of well-known myths. (See T.S.Eliot)

B. Given selected readings, the student identities modern
critics' tendencies to find underlying myths in litera-
ture.
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Block 164, The Bible as Literature
Prerequisite: IITIFE T31 (Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is designed to acquaint the student with
the back8round of the Bible, including the history of the
Jewish people and the early Christians, to introduce the vari-
ous types of literature in the Bible, and to interpret some
of the Biblical allusions that appear in western literature.
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Block 164, The Bible as Litersture
Prerequisite: 71767 171 (Clss ;.1ze: 35-40)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to demonstrate his knowledge
of the back3round and structure of the Bible.
Behavior:
A. the student traces the development of the Bible

from its origins to its present form.
B. The student identifies the major characteristics and

events in early Jewish and Christian history.

II. The student should be able to demonstrate his under-
standing of the types of literature present in the Bible.
Behavior:
A. the student identifies characteristics of narrative

in selected Biblical passages.
1. He lists major events taken from the books of

Genesis through Esther as history.
2. He identifies accounts of major personaj'f ties

in both testaments as biography.
3. He rewrites in his own words selected a counts

of events involving such major characte as
Joseph, David, Samson and Delilah, and D vid
and Goliath. He uses appropriate techniques
used in narration for this activity.

B. The student identifies the characteristics 9f the
essay in selected New Testament epistles.
The student identifies the major poetic qualities
in selections from the books of Job through the
Songs of Solomon.

D. The student lists characteristics of the allegory
in the parables of the New Testament.

E. The student describes in a 3-5 page composiipion
the major features of symbolism in the Book of
Re7elation (Apocalypse).

III. The student should be able to identify Biblical allu-
sions which appear in given selections from such major
literary works as Bunyan's Pilgrim's Prosress, Milton's
Paradise Lost, Eliot's "Ash -Wednesday,' Line -sey's

ProclamaTrE," and Stevens' "Sunday Morning."
Behavior:
.4171717r reading one of the above selections, the

student lists at least ten examples of Biblical
allusions appearing in the selection.

B. The student writes a 3-5 page paper offering explana-
tions for the author's use of the allusions.
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Block 165, Sh des sere
Prerequisitif-151 (Class Size: 35-40)occ

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This block includes intense study of the Shakespearean
era, with emphasis on works of the Bard, the age in which he
lived, the ideas (philosophies) which prevailed, the theater
in which he worked, and the universality of his works. For an
especially competent group, the inclusion of Shakespeare's
eminent contemporaries, Jonson and Marlow, may be briefly
introduced.

4
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Block 165, Shakespeare
Prerequisite: Block 151 (Class Size: 35-40)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

I. The student should be able to write an analysis of
selected Shakespearean poems which includes the
following: identification of form (mechanics of poem),
identification of important metaphors, and rewording the
theme in the poem.

II. When given selected readings from Shakespeare's plays,
the student should be able to identify ways in which
Shakespearean drama reflects the history and philosophy
of the Elizabethan period.

III. By intense study of character-revealing passages and
stage dire ons, the student should be able to identify
static and ynamic character traits of important
characters in a selected play.

IV. The student should be able to correlate Shakespeare's
themes with ideas found in selections from 20th century
literature.
Behavior:
17-7even selected passages from Sala. Wm the student

should be able to show similarities ih-theme between
these passages and T Isana pt the Atm.

B. Given a theme from Shakespeare 4 poetrYc-the student
should be able to identify a modern poem with a
similar theme.

V. Given one of each of three basic types of Shakespearean
drama, the student should be able to identify character-
istics of each type:
A. History - Richard ,II or enr =t ;1,
B. Comedy - )4erchant ce or :ell Lapjjaffl a At

Shrew
C. 77,777dy - Othello or Haknket
NOTE: Of the TENremlipee, tragedy should be the most

intensively studied with emphasis on comparison and
contrast of Shakespearean tragedy with the Greek
concept of tragedy.
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Block 166, Seminar for Advanced Study
Prerequisit7FT=on7t777747, 151, Honors Committee Recom-

mendation (Class Size: 15-20)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Students taking this course should demonstrate a high
degree of intellectual ability, be able to work independently,
be able to communicate in both oral and written expression
and have a :teen interest in the humanities. Approaches to
this course will be determined by individual and group needs
and interests.
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C,3

Block Ser for Advanced Study.
Prerequisites: laocks 1777775, 151 and : :o ors Cemmittc:e

Recommendation (Clans Size:

STRUCTURE OF

Behavioral objectives for this course will larc:,c1,,
depend upon the specific project or study seluctod to
teacher and r.upils mccordln to 1..liviclu:1.1 and :i.ou7

and interests. Some suested arlau of ::turfy !rfl :

I. Study of a selected British or America-

II. An inter-disciplinary study based on the humanities

A. Combined study of hi: tort, art and literature of a
riven period. (Paper submitted to culminate study)

OR
B. A new look at poetry, music, film, theatre, paintinc

and architecture as expressions of the human spirit
throughout the aces and in the contemporary world.

III. An artistic production on a Given theme or work requirirr;
independent and croup research, plannin3 and producinE.

IV. Study of national literatures of selected countries other
than American or British.

A concentrated study of one author such as Faulkner,
Williams, Shaw, or HeminEway.


